Around Town Briefs: Scholarships

Scholarships valued at more than $580,000 were awarded to 303 UW-Stout students this year through the Stout University Foundation.

Following are some of the area recipients, their majors and names of the scholarships:

— Humbird: Amanda Davis, vocational rehabilitation, Stout Scholars Award.


— Menomonie: Xanthi Gerasimo, applied social science, John Carter Family Memorial Scholarship.

Karlie Jensen, early childhood education, Paul W. Fenton Endowed Psychology and University of Wisconsin-Stout Psychology scholarships.

Jade Roinila, business administration, Lida Jamison and Henrietta Wells Dietetics scholarships.

Haley Wilsey, early childhood education, Daniel M. Schedler Memorial and Essie K. Wesenberg scholarships.

— Mondovi: Amy Endle, school psychology, Alumni Association Robert S. Swanson Fellowship.

— New Richmond: Joshua Miller, computer engineering and manufacturing engineering, Rath Foundation Academic Scholarship.

Jamison Noye, manufacturing engineering, Fulton and Edna Holtby Endowed Scholarship.

Molly Rand, business administration, Steven C. Olmstead Endowed Memorial Scholarship.

— Neillsville: Katie Thoma, art, Edward L. and Dorothy D. Decker Endowed Scholarship.

— Osseo: Jade Austin, psychology, Hughitt and Orvetta Braker Moltzau Scholarship.

— Owen: Patricia German, vocational rehabilitation, Jean Breisch Scholarship.
— Rice Lake: Holly Quillen, special education, Russell J. Lasocki Endowed and Albert J. Rakstis scholarships.


— Thorp: Scott Lawcewicz, manufacturing engineering, Thomas G. King Endowed and Bob Ward Photography scholarships.